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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
Strategy to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year! 4 MD Wives
Coup D'Etat Apple Buys Los Alamos!!

State Lottery Epiphanies! Who gets saved by not thinking I
can win the lottery. On who is saved from aggressive breast
cancer. Aggressive Greg can win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a
Year!

Strategy to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year!
New Section 1 Page 1

MD's at NEJM know $10 Trillion for Laser Guided Navy High
Tech State of the Arts Fighter Jets killed millions via WHO at
the UN not getting the $10 Trillion the Navy Stole from SWF
at gas station hold ups! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat

MD's have state of the arts high tech intellectual skills... 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat
9-4-14 As 9/11 nears 1984 II George Orwell Top Brass
exaggerations... "Fail Humanity + the USA" as the 2015
ElectricWindmillFord Escort in Manhattan will prevent 9/11
II financed by the Same Saudi Royal Family!
9-4-14 As 9/11 nears 1984 II George Orwell Top Brass
exaggerations... Local Key West City Commissioner Jimmy
Weekley's proposal to prohibit people from flying drones that
kill women + children failed as all the Vietnam Vets are
"Addicted" to killing. The Movie Born on the 4th of July is the
one I'm thinking about.

9-4-14 As 9/11 nears 1984 II George Orwell Top Brass
exaggerations... tonight the documentary film
"Standardized," a warts-and-all look at the effects of
standardized testing on students, STD "Warts" must be Hell
when she finds out who gave her STD "Warts" Farrah Faucet
grew up not knowing there were any bad people... OJ at the
Green Parrot Bar + Gas Station in Key West... and Farrah
woke up with Anus Cancer that killed her just as murderous
as OJ killing Nicole! Tonight the documentary film
"Standardized," a warts-and-all look at the effects of
standardized testing on students, I can tell you Greg's Mary
B. making the "Farrah... Who murdered her via Anus
Cancer" will be the documentary film "Standardized"
testing. Caroline Kennedy and others pass OJ at Harvard
Med School when he really failed. Caroline Kennedy is
responsible for most of the SWF's killed by OJ in 2014 and
Caroline Kennedy doesn't know how many this is!!
9-4-14 As 9/11 nears 1984 II George Orwell Top Brass
exaggerations... "Warts" + "Anus Cancer" Mary B's Movie
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exaggerations... "Warts" + "Anus Cancer" Mary B's Movie
"Farrah... Who gave her Anus Cancer" will earn Billions for a
cure or these 2 and cure Bill + Melinda Gates of AIDS...
News!!! OHSU Scientist Awarded $25 Million Grant for HIV
Vaccine Research “This generous level of support is a game changer in how we can make real progress to defeat HIV
and AIDS.” File this under great, spectacular news–Oregon
Health & Science University researchers have received a $25
million grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates. "Warts" + "Anus
Cancer" as Bill Gates tracks down Software Pirates but not
who gave Farrah Anus Cancer, Bill + Melinda should cook
on one of the 5 million wood stoves the UN is passing out in
Africa. the H stove heats and cools.
MD's at NEJM know $10 Trillion for Laser Guided Navy High
Tech State of the Arts Fighter Jets killed millions via WHO at
the UN not getting the $10 Trillion the Navy Stole from SWF
at gas station hold ups! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat

MD's have state of the arts high tech intellectual skills... 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat

9-4-14 As 9/11 nears 1984 II George Orwell Top Brass
exaggerations... Life lessons in a classroom laboratory. Key
West Citizen - Thursday, September 4, 2014 Who wants to
swim in a yucky, polluted lake? Not the kindergarten pupils
in Lauren Brochu's science lab. This week at Gerald Adams
Elementary School, Brochu's students have been learning
about how... I want to learn about Berkeley Lab's Elite in
their Gerald Adams Elementary Schools. Dr. Katrina become
a MD at 5 years old when Dr. Dad took her to the hospital...
Homeland Security would taster her today... ha.
9-4-14 As 9/11 nears 1984 II George Orwell Top Brass
exaggerations... The kind leading the blind. Tour guide
Manger makes Texas tourist's day. BY TERRY SCHMIDA
Citizen Staff tschmida@keysnews.com During the decades
that Lloyd Mager has been leading ecofriendly bicycle tours
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that Lloyd Mager has been leading ecofriendly bicycle tours
of the island, he's seen just about every kind of customer
under the sun. Blind... Navy Pilots few miles from Lloyd are
"Blind" to State of the Arts Navy Fighter Jets and the Osprey's
day before yesterday hovering over gregs head. All this high
tech would have gone to the "Blind" if 9/11 would have been
prevented by the ElectricWindmillCar invented in 1980.
Admiral on the honor code failed humanity and just might
hang like the Japan Admirals for fueling Endless Wars with
money the Admiral stole from SWF who he sucker punched at
the gas station hold up in Miami! On Tuesday morning,
however, the personable Mager notched a first: A woman
named Julie Johnson, celebrating her 46th birthday, signed
up for Mager's tour to experience the island in a way few
tourists do. The catch? Julie Johnson is Blind to the War
Crimes by Key West Admirals!
MD's at NEJM know $10 Trillion for Laser Guided Navy High
Tech State of the Arts Fighter Jets killed millions via WHO at
the UN not getting the $10 Trillion the Navy Stole from SWF
at gas station hold ups! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat

MD's have state of the arts high tech intellectual skills... 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat
9-4-14 As 9/11 nears 1984 II George Orwell Top Brass
exaggerations... New York Times Front page sort of ... "Cuts at
W.H.O. Hurt Response to Ebola Crisis"By SHERI FINK Sheri
knows the Navy Fighter Jets are what hurts WHO at the UN...
4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will rewrite the $ cuts at WHO are
because the Navy Fighter Jets used the $10 Trillion WHO and
5 Billion patients would have gotten this is a war crime by
the Key West Navy!
9-4-14 As 9/11 nears 1984 II George Orwell Top Brass
exaggerations... ElectricWindmillFord Escort has A/C 24/7
this has been suppressed by the top brass well as the
ElectricWindmillCar! The Georgia father whose 22-monthold son died after being left in a hot car has been indicted
for murder by a Cobb County, Ga. 1984 II Top brass are Baby
Killer left in hot cars and cop killers burned in a rear end
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Killer left in hot cars and cop killers burned in a rear end
fiery wreck writing a ticket!
MD's at NEJM know $10 Trillion for Laser Guided Navy High
Tech State of the Arts Fighter Jets killed millions via WHO at
the UN not getting the $10 Trillion the Navy Stole from SWF
at gas station hold ups! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat

MD's have state of the arts high tech intellectual skills... 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat
9-4-14 As 9/11 nears 1984 II George Orwell Top Brass
exaggerations... Intel Xeon 12 Core CPU in MacBook Air, FCC
would oppose mergers that reduce competition. Intel has no
plans to ever put the Xeon 12 Core CPU in the Apple
MacBookAir to increase USA's Nobels in Medicine to 1,001 a
year! 25 megabits per second, what he called “table stakes”
for the use of broadband’s most valuable services. Mr.
Wheeler said the commission would not seek greater
regulation but would encourage and promote competition
where it doesn’t exist, including rural areas. And he said
the FCC would oppose mergers that reduce competition. That
potentially could affect the proposed Comcast and Time
Warner merger. Those companies do not compete head-tohead in any markets but their merger would eliminate a
platform that could expand to offer more choices for
individual consumers. Mr. Wheeler said the commission
would not seek greater regulation but would encourage and
promote competition where it doesn’t exist. Intel Xeon 12
Core CPU doesn't exist in PC World or any of the other tech
News Webs!
9-4-14 As 9/11 nears 1984 II George Orwell Top Brass
exaggerations...
9-4-14 As 9/11 nears 1984 II George Orwell Top Brass
exaggerations...
9-4-14 As 9/11 nears 1984 II George Orwell Top Brass
exaggerations...
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9-4-14 As 9/11 nears 1984 II George Orwell Top Brass
exaggerations...
9-4-14 As 9/11 nears 1984 II George Orwell Top Brass
exaggerations...

MD's at NEJM know $10 Trillion for Laser Guided Navy High
Tech State of the Arts Fighter Jets killed millions via WHO at
the UN not getting the $10 Trillion the Navy Stole from SWF
at gas station hold ups! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat

MD's have state of the arts high tech intellectual skills... 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat

Strategy to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year!
9-3-14 'Significant increase' in terror chatter as 9/11 nears;
Islamic State's... The Washington Post by Douglas Ernst. $777
Trillion is a significant Increase in "Mecca's Terrorists War
Chest!"
9-3-14 'Significant... Peptoid Nanosheets at the Oil/Water
Interface: Berkeley Lab Reports New Route to Novel Family of
Biomimetic Materials
9-3-14 'Significant... Berkeley Labs + Putin's Oil/Money
Interface! Money/Water Interface! H/Water Interface!
Hydrogen is NASA's only fuel per say! Give 1 Trillion Cans of it
to the World.
9-3-14 'Significant... Berkeley Labs + Putin's Oil/Money
Interface! Putin + the Pentagon both spent their $777
Trillion in "Oil" money on War Toys/When Water in H2O "H"
@ -254C in 1 Trillion NASA Made cans would have been in
use today in Moscow and the USA.
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9-3-14 'Significant... Berkeley Failed Humanity! Can you see,
read what Berkeley, Sandia Labs, Los Alamos scientists who
write invent all the Berkeley Labs news FAILED Humanity as
Putin will be at WAR next week when I get another Berkeley
News Letter in my email. H @ -254C in 1 Trillion NASA made
cans is what Berkeley Failed to write when I first Posted this
on this web page!

Strategy to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year!
9-3-14 'Significant... Berkeley Labs + Putin's Oil/Money
Interface! Peptoid Nanosheets at the Oil/Water Interface:
Berkeley Lab Reports New Route to Novel Family of
Biomimetic Materials. From the people who brought us
peptoid nanosheets that form at the interface between air
and water, now come peptoid nanosheets that form at the
interface between oil and water. Scientists at the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) have developed peptoid
nanosheets - two-dimensional biomimetic materials with
customizable properties - that self-assemble at an oil-water
interface. This new development opens the door to designing
peptoid nanosheets of increasing structural complexity and
chemical functionality for a broad range of applications,
including improved chemical sensors and separators, and
safer, more effective drug delivery vehicles. "Supramolecular
assembly at an oil-water interface is an effective way to
produce 2D nanomaterials from peptoids because that
interface helps pre-organize the peptoid chains to facilitate
their self-interaction," says Ron Zuckermann, a senior
scientist at the Molecular Foundry, a DOE nanoscience
center hosted at Berkeley Lab. "This increased
understanding of the peptoid assembly mechanism should
enable us to scale-up to produce large quantities, or scaledown to screen many different nanosheets for novel
functions."
9-3-14 'Significant... Berkeley Failed Humanity! Can you see,
read what Berkeley, wrote above and imagine Berkeley was
writing up 1 Trillion Cans of H @ -254 C made by NASA.
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Strategy to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year!
9-11-14 $777 Trillion is a significant Increase in "Mecca's
Terrorists War Chest!" 9/11 II
9-3-14 "Tolstoy-Flagger Star Travel Train" for sale only $777
Trillion you would just spend on MIT War Toys!
9-3-14 There are lots of lines in our planet's cosmic address:
Earth, the solar system, the Milky Way galaxy, the Local
Group of galaxies, and the Virgo Cluster of galaxy groups.
Now astronomers are adding another one: the Laniakea
Supercluster, which takes its name from the Hawaiian term
for "immense heaven."
9-3-14 "Putin Outlines 7-Point Plan for..." for 18,229 women
who underwent double mastectomy, Russian women wish
Putin would have made World Wide Headlines for this story.
9-3-14 "GE Outlines 7-Point Plan for..." American women
shopping at Publix or Whole Foods to get a new state of the
arts laser guided $10 Trillion dollar Mammogram scan!
General Electric Healthcare (GE) announced today that its
new mammogram machine, SenoClaire, which uses threedimensional imaging technology to detect breast cancer,
has been approved by the US Food and Drug Administration.
9-3-14 "Putin Outlines 7-Point Plan for..." 7 Stars Nearest
Earth! "Tolstoy-Flagger Star Travel Train" will only cost $777
Trillion Outlined, vs Endless Wars with $777 Trillion in
Holocaust II Oil Revenues from suppressing the
ElectricWindmillFord Escort and Laser Guided Cars + iApps
for cancer + cardiac arrest!

Strategy to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year!

9-3-14 Laniakea's outlines and boundaries are laid out for
the first time in this week's issue of Nature. Our Milky Way lies
on the outskirts of the supercluster, which spans 500 million
light-years and contains the mass of 100 quadrillion suns in
100,000 galaxies.
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100,000 galaxies.
9-3-14 'Significant increase' in "militarization" is by +
because our 1984 II numb nuts Dictators have $777 Trillion
and don't want to spend any of it on a Cure for Cancer +
cardiac arrest.
9-3-14 'Significant increase' Andrew Madoff, the son of
convicted fraudster Bernard Madoff, died on Wednesday
from cancer, his lawyer said. He was 48. "Andrew Madoff has
lost his courageous battle against mantle cell lymphoma,"
lawyer Martin Flumenbaum said in a statement. "He died
peacefully at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center.
9-3-14 'Significant increase' in Sargent's Air Force Pay is
from Mecca's $4 gas Holocaust! MD's in every Hospital on
Earth needs a NASA Space Suit that has AC! "Latest US doc to
get Ebola skipped protective gear in 100-degree heat,..." by
Fox News Staff Air Force stole the high tech state of the arts
MD Space Suit 5th generation by Today! Air Force
Militarization caused millions of deaths just in hospital
infections...
9-3-14 'Significant increase' in "militarization..." Air force
Sargent in Publix Today is "Brain Dead" as to how and why
he makes more money than any Sargent in any Air force on
Earth... $4 Gas revenue the top brass gave to Mecca is how
this AF Sargent made all his money since 1980 invention of
the ElectricWindmillFord Escort! A War Crime! And Star
Travel Train Wreck!

Strategy to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year!
9-3-14 'Significant increase' in "militarization..."President
François Hollande’s office said France has been widely
criticized over its plans to proceed with the $1.6 billion sale
of two Mistral-class amphibious assault ships, which can
carry troops, landing craft and helicopters. France had
insisted on completing the sale even as Russia seized and
annexed the Crimean Peninsula in March and supported the
pro-Russian separatist insurgency in eastern Ukraine. The
first vessel was to be delivered to Russia later this year.
Russian sailors have been in France since the beginning of
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Russian sailors have been in France since the beginning of
the summer for training on the ship’s operation.
9-3-14 'Significant increase' "President François Hollande’s
office said No Significant increase in Heavy Lift Helicopter
Combines to harvest food for 15 Billion on Earth.
9-3-14 'Significant increase' "President François Hollande’s
office said No Navy of any Nation will feed the fish for when
15 billion people are on Earth.
9-3-14 'Significant increase' "President François Hollande’s
office said No new can goods in Publix or Whole foods the
Food Packaging we have today is good for another century,
same for how we generate our electricity. H @ -254 C would
be a significant high tech state of the arts World Changer
but France is happy with its $777 Trillion in oil from all its
African Owned Nations!

Strategy to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year!
9-3-14 'Significant increase' in "Police saddled with
unwanted equipment amid militarization shopping spree by
our 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators with syphilis on the brain! by
Stephen Dinan, S.A. Miller and Stephen Dinan, S.A. Miller
The Washington Post.
9-3-14 'Significant increase' in Dunkin' Donuts when most
people are fat. CVS officially changed its name to CVS Health!
9-3-14 Significant... CVS officially changed its name to CVS
Health! China has Poison Exhaust Gas + cigarettes in Bejing
Today. China's 1984 II numb nuts Dictators didn't watch
Steve Jobs Wife's YouTube video of Lunch Meat Chemicals +
Smog go through every organ of growing kids with trillion of
cell divisions a day.
9-3-14 'Significant increase' in Lung Cancer will see a 1%
reduction from this CVS News. "The sale of cigarettes and
tobacco at CVS pharmacy stores ends today," said Larry
Merlo, president and CEO of CVS, in a video statement on the
company web site. "By eliminating the sale of cigarettes and
tobacco products in our stores, we can make a difference in
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tobacco products in our stores, we can make a difference in
the health of all Americans."
9-3-14 "Putin Outlines 7-Point Plan for Ukraine Cease-Fire"
New York Times By NEIL MacFARQUHAR and ANDREW ROTH.
Putin has $77 Trillion, a significant increase, and none will
be spent on Star Travel Trains! War Toys!

Strategy to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year!
9-3-14 'Significant increase' in terror chatter as 9/11 nears;
Islamic State's... The Washington Post by Douglas Ernst. $777
Trillion is a significant Increase in "Mecca's Terrorists War
Chest!"
9-3-14 Russian roulette is a potentially lethal game of
chance in which a "player" places a single round in a
revolver, spins the cylinder, places the muzzle against their
Brains infected with syphilis and murderers psychosis!
Nothing is out there in the Universe, God is Dead Headlines
in the NY Times. We are alone in the Universe said the NY
Times Editorial.
9-3-14 "Putin Outlines 7-Point Plan for..." 7 Stars Nearest
Earth!

Strategy to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year!
9-3-14 Lady Gaga released a song called "Poker face" which
included the lyric 'Russian Roulette is not the same without
a gun.
9-3-14 Lady Gaga and Madonna are playing "Russian
Roulette" with Aggressive Breast Cancer's RxCure, put it in
the water if it works Dr. Nancy Would Say! Lady Gaga +
Madonna need to say this! Let Greg + his 4 MD wives
Brainstorm 24/7 with all of Los Alamos to get this RxCure!
9-3-14 'Significant increase' in Singaporean Prostitutes
income last week as rich Yale Men arrive, Bush, Kerry,
Clinton spent the most on Yale New Haven Prostitutes, grin!
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Clinton spent the most on Yale New Haven Prostitutes, grin!
As Yale-NUS settles into its second academic year, new people
and new ideas are arriving on the Singaporean campus.
New Prostitutes too!

Strategy to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year!
9-3-14 'Significantly close to death from eating "Burgers"
Clinton in New Haven this week ate vegan. Yale Med School
was not asked to write anything in the Yale Cross Campus on
line News! Telling us why Clinton is still significantly close to
death... if he ate a "Burger". Clinton ordered a vegan carrotcake cupcake and a vegan coconut lime cupcake. Cupcakes
for Clinton. Former President Bill Clinton dropped by
Katalina’s Bakery, a bakeshop on Whitney Avenue, after an
appearance at a New Haven fundraiser for Gov. Dannel
Malloy’s upcoming campaign. Clinton met with the store’s
owner, Katalina Riegelmann, along with Malloy, Mayor
Toni Harp ARC ’78, and U.S. Senators Richard Blumenthal
LAW ’73 and Chris Murphy. Riegelmann said Clinton
ordered a vegan carrot-cake cupcake and a vegan coconut
lime cupcake.

9-3-14 'Significant increase' THIS DAY IN YALE HISTORY 1942
The Glee Club holds a final Sing on the New Haven Green
featuring war tunes. Madonna's War On Breast Cancer
1942 - 1945. 2014 to ... sing along with Madonna as you
Brainstorm the RxCure for Breast Cancer. Put it in the water
if it works, Dr. Nancy would say!!

Strategy to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year!
9-3-14 'Significant... Peptoid Nanosheets at the Oil/Water
Interface: Berkeley Lab Reports New Route to Novel Family of
Biomimetic Materials
9-3-14 'Significant... Berkeley Labs + Putin's Oil/Money
Interface! Money/Water Interface! H/Water Interface!
Hydrogen is NASA's only fuel per say! Give 1 Trillion Cans of it
to the World.
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to the World.
9-3-14 'Significant... Berkeley Labs + Putin's Oil/Money
Interface! Putin + the Pentagon both spent their $777
Trillion in "Oil" money on War Toys/When Water in H2O "H"
@ -254C in 1 Trillion NASA Made cans would have been in
use today in Moscow and the USA.
9-3-14 'Significant... Berkeley Failed Humanity! Can you see,
read what Berkeley, Sandia Labs, Los Alamos scientists who
write invent all the Berkeley Labs news FAILED Humanity as
Putin will be at WAR next week when I get another Berkeley
News Letter in my email. H @ -254C in 1 Trillion NASA made
cans is what Berkeley Failed to write when I first Posted this
on this web page!

Strategy to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year!
9-3-14 'Significant... Berkeley Labs + Putin's Oil/Money
Interface! Peptoid Nanosheets at the Oil/Water Interface:
Berkeley Lab Reports New Route to Novel Family of
Biomimetic Materials. From the people who brought us
peptoid nanosheets that form at the interface between air
and water, now come peptoid nanosheets that form at the
interface between oil and water. Scientists at the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE)'s Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory (Berkeley Lab) have developed peptoid
nanosheets - two-dimensional biomimetic materials with
customizable properties - that self-assemble at an oil-water
interface. This new development opens the door to designing
peptoid nanosheets of increasing structural complexity and
chemical functionality for a broad range of applications,
including improved chemical sensors and separators, and
safer, more effective drug delivery vehicles. "Supramolecular
assembly at an oil-water interface is an effective way to
produce 2D nanomaterials from peptoids because that
interface helps pre-organize the peptoid chains to facilitate
their self-interaction," says Ron Zuckermann, a senior
scientist at the Molecular Foundry, a DOE nanoscience
center hosted at Berkeley Lab. "This increased
understanding of the peptoid assembly mechanism should
enable us to scale-up to produce large quantities, or scaleNew Section 1 Page 13

enable us to scale-up to produce large quantities, or scaledown to screen many different nanosheets for novel
functions."
9-3-14 'Significant... Berkeley Failed Humanity! Can you see,
read what Berkeley, wrote above and imagine Berkeley was
writing up 1 Trillion Cans of H @ -254 C made by NASA.

Strategy to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year!
300K have a cardiac arrest in 2014, only 3% live, none knew
ahead of time. Apple's set of HealtKit APIs could change that!
Tell you who in your office has STD's, HIV, Hepatitis etc.

300K have a cardiac arrest in 2014, only 3% live, none knew
ahead of time. Apple's set of HealtKit APIs could change that!
Apple Restaurant guide lets you know if the Chef has
Hepatitis, STD's washed his hands!
New Section 1 Page 14

Strategy to win 1,001 Nobels in Medicine a Year!
9-2-14 Most significant Drunks... Sheriff's Office busy over the
holiday weekend, according to reports. Early Monday
morning, Deputy Michael Claudy stepped between two women
who were arguing in the parking lot of the Circle K store at
Mile Marker 92, spokeswoman Deputy Becky Herrin said.
Claudy tried to calm Sara Henderson, 33, of Tavernier, who
"was obviously intoxicated" and continued to yell loudly
and try to attack the other woman, Herrin said. Despite
several warnings to stop yelling or face arrest for disorderly
intoxication, Henderson only kept yelling, Claudy reported.
9-2-14 Most significant Drunks... Naloxone to syringe access
programs. The nasal-delivered medication can immediately
reverse the effects of a heroin overdose.

9-2-14 Most significant now is to write an iApp that "Invents"
a Naloxone syringe can reverse Sara's drunken bombastic
rants of a drunk and save her life eventually from ruin,
ruining it by being a drunk. Least anyone will be able to
sober he up, grin!
9-2-14 Most significant pay out yet for Halliburton from the
explosion aboard the "Deepwater Horizon" drilling rig,
which killed 11 workers.
9-2-14 Most significant now is to write an iApp that links
Halliburton + BP to 1 million childhood cancers and
diseases via chemicals in Poison Gasoline Exhaust in Major
Cities. Easy to read on your iPhone007s chemicals next
generation of kids will be able to pronounce, spell, and know
how they effect each organ and cell division in growing
kids! Adults who know how to pronounce + spell these poison
chemicals put them in the air 2 Billion people breath for
$777 Trillion and the Pentagon took a kickback to build
MIT War toys!
9-2-14 the Most significant Pentagon MD Military Hospital +
Medicine News in the New York Times Today should have
been about alcoholics in Small + Large Military Hospitals +
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been about alcoholics in Small + Large Military Hospitals +
STD's who gave what to whom? Wars!
9-2-14 the Most significant... Yale Medical School take over
the 840 VA Hospitals and all these Small Pentagon Hospitals!
This would be the most significant life saving "Order" the
Pentagon Top Brass ever give to save lives of millions!
9-2-14 the Most significant Pentagon MD Military Hospital +
Medicine News in the New York Times Today is... "Smaller
Military Hospitals Said to Put Patients at Risk" By SHARON
LaFRANIERE and ANDREW W. LEHREN. Pentagon plan to
scale back the system — entirely separate from the scandalplagued 840 Hospitals veterans health system — by
converting some of them into either outpatient clinics. After
the Pentagon 1984 II Observers though it was a brilliant
idea to have Yale Medical School take over these Small
Pentagon Hospitals. Now can Yale Medical School live up to
its elite Status Quo... Yes! High-ranking defense health
officials argue that the military health care model no
longer makes much sense. Apple's set of HealtKit APIs could
change who in the "Office" gave you the flu! Tell you who in
your office has STD's, HIV, Hepatitis etc. Pentagon statistics
on these "Office" diseases need to be addressed. Poor surgical
infection controls temporarily jeopardized the accreditation
of Womack Army Medical Center at Fort Bragg in North
Carolina. "OJ" having sex at the Hospital. CIA is about the
only one who knows this goes on at Fort Bragg! Grin.
9-2-14 Most significant pay out yet for Halliburton...
Switzerland-based Transocean Ltd., the rig’s owner.

9-2-14 Switzerland-based Transocean Ltd., the rig’s owner...
is the most significant murderer of 800 fiery cop car crashes
in Switzerland, Italy, France, Russia, USA!
9-2-14 Switzerland-based Transocean Ltd. will pay for the
"Burnt Cops" Memorial, a design of burnt out police cars
rear-ended with the cop inside writing a ticket. Swiss public
will never live this down! Killed 11 workers and caused
millions of children at Saint Jude Childrens Hospital to die
from poison gasoline exhaust in every major city on Earth
from 1980 to 2014. Wow! Swiss Guard at the Vatican will
arrest the Pope, grin!
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9-2-14 Switzerland-based Transocean Ltd. Swiss Public will
never live this down as its the worst Holocaust II in history.
Poison Gasoline Exhaust Killed the normal lives of 1 billion
Autistic Sons + Daughters... the Swiss public thinks the Ruling
Class in Switzerland is trying to cure!
9-2-14 Most significant pay out yet for Halliburton... History
is full of British Opium Wars with China. $777 Trillion from
$4 gas is the "Most Significant" Holocaust II + Poison
Gasoline Exhaust in History!
9-2-14 Most significant pay out yet for Halliburton... 1,001
other deep water oil wells are leaking today!
9-2-14 Most significant pay out yet for Halliburton... 1,001
other leaking oil wells Comcast + NBC conceal.
9-2-14 Most significant pay out yet for Halliburton... Oil Rig
Deepwater Horizon in the Gulf of Mexico on April 20, 2010.
Today is September 2, 2014

9-2-14 Most significant... 1984 II follow up to Apple's set of
HealtKit APIs iPhone007s of your working heart is the story
below by "Because sudden cardiac arrest is usually fatal, we
are constantly looking for ways to predict which patients are
susceptible so we can concentrate on prevention," said
Sumeet Chugh, MD, director of the Heart Rhythm Center in
the Cedars-Sinai Heart Institute and the Pauline and
Harold Price Chair in Cardiac Electrophysiology Research.
Measuring the levels of sex hormones in patients' blood may
identify patients likely to suffer a sudden cardiac arrest, a
heart rhythm disorder that is fatal in 95 percent of patients.
A new study, published online by the peer-reviewed journal
Heart Rhythm, shows that lower levels of testosterone, the
predominant male sex hormone, were found in men who
had a sudden cardiac arrest. Higher levels of estradiol, the
major female sex hormone, were strongly associated with
greater chances of having a sudden cardiac arrest in both
men and women. "Because sudden cardiac arrest is usually
fatal... So can Tim Cook use this data today to save a life at
Apple HQ, he certainly can use it to write the iApps that let
you know in 1 hour you will have a cardiac arrest. Pentagon
readers, old Generals could spent $1 Trillion of BP Oil
Kickbacks to fast track the measuring of testosterone,
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Kickbacks to fast track the measuring of testosterone,
estradiol for everyone going to Publix + Whole Foods, and
what about Homeland Security guarding the Social Security
offices across the Nation? Cardiac Arrest!!

9-2-14 Most significant... Measuring the levels of sex
hormones in patients' blood may identify patients likely to
suffer a sudden cardiac arrest, a heart rhythm disorder that
is fatal in 95 percent of patients. A new study, published
online by the peer-reviewed journal Heart Rhythm, shows
that lower levels of testosterone, the predominant male sex
hormone, were found in men who had a sudden cardiac
arrest. Higher levels of estradiol, the major female sex
hormone, were strongly associated with greater chances of
having a sudden cardiac arrest in both men and women.
"Because sudden cardiac arrest is usually fatal, we are
constantly looking for ways to predict which patients are
susceptible so we can concentrate on prevention," said
Sumeet Chugh, MD, director of the Heart Rhythm Center in
the Cedars-Sinai Heart Institute and the Pauline and
Harold Price Chair in Cardiac Electrophysiology Research.
"If we wait until someone has a sudden cardiac arrest, it is
usually too late for treatment."

Unlike heart attacks (myocardial infarction), which are
typically caused by clogged coronary arteries reducing
blood flow to the heart muscle, sudden cardiac arrest is the
result of defective electrical impulses. Patients may have
little or no warning, and the disorder usually causes nearly
instantaneous death. Every year, 250,000 to 300,000 people
in the U.S. and up to 5 million worldwide die from sudden
cardiac arrest.

Despite years of significant advances in emergency medicine
and resuscitation, just 5 percent of those who suffer sudden
cardiac arrest survive. For patients at known risk for this or
other heart rhythm abnormalities, an implantable
cardioverter-defibrillator, or ICD, may be placed in the chest
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cardioverter-defibrillator, or ICD, may be placed in the chest
or abdomen to detect faulty electrical impulses and provide
a shock to return normal rhythm.

The sex hormone findings are a result of the Oregon Sudden
Unexpected Death Study, a comprehensive, 16-hospital, multi
year assessment of cardiac deaths in the 1 million
population Portland, Oregon metropolitan area. Led by
Chugh and funded in part by the National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute, the study's goal is to shed light on the risk
factors, triggers and genetic defects associated with sudden
cardiac death.

"This is the first time it has been reported that there is an
association between sex hormone levels and sudden cardiac
arrest," said Chugh. "While these findings need to be
confirmed by other studies, they suggest that higher
testosterone levels in men may offer protection from sudden
cardiac arrest and lower levels of estrogen may protect both
men and women."

Researchers measured blood hormone levels in 149 patients
who had a sudden cardiac arrest, comparing them with
levels in 149 patients who had coronary artery disease but
did not have sudden cardiac arrest.

The study's findings include: •Men who had sudden cardiac
arrests had testosterone levels of 4.4 nanograms per
milliliter, compared to 5.4 nanograms per milliliter for men
who did not have sudden cardiac arrest. •Men who had
sudden cardiac arrest had estradiol levels of 68 picograms
per milliliter, compared to 52 picograms per milliliter for
men who did not have sudden cardiac arrest. •Women who
had sudden cardiac arrest had estradiol levels of 54
picograms per milliliter, compared to 36 picograms per
milliliter for the control group.
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milliliter for the control group.

9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." MD Wives Decisive Fix's Don't
Eat The Lunch Meat... Steve Jobs wife makes a YouTube of the
Chemical in Lunch Meats going through each of your
organs! Steve Jobs left this world far too early, and during
his waning moments at the company he built into an
empire, his declining health due to pancreatic cancer and
subsequent complications... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat will save
the lives of all the 100K Steve Job Clones in 2015. 4 MD Wives
Coup D'Etat will save the lives of all the women sucker
punched at a gas station hold up! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat
will save the lives of all women with aggressive Breast
Cancer. To do all this they need Greg, and Los Alamos, sold
as is to 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat.
9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." MD Wives Decisive Fix's
9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." This state of the Arts high
technology for MD's + people who drive a car went into Navy
Jets the last 10 years at a cost of $10 Trillion from the $777
Trillion War Chest the Admiral has to spent, $10 Trillion on
any MIT War Toys he wants. $10 Trillion wasted on Drones!
Sick the MD Wife would say!
9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." MD Wives Decisive Fix's Apple's
set of HealtKit APIs could change diagnosis. 300K have a
cardiac arrest in 2014, only 3% lived, none knew ahead of
time. Apple's set of HealtKit APIs could change that when a
iapp cardiac arrest is written to Beep a hour before you have
a cardiac arrest! This state of the Arts high tech went into
Navy Jets the last 10 years at a cost of $10 Trillion from the
$777 Trillion War Chest the Admiral has to spent, $10
Trillion on any MIT War Toys he wants.

300K have a cardiac arrest in 2014, only 3% live, none knew
ahead of time. Apple's set of HealtKit APIs could change that!
Tell you who in your office has STD's, HIV, Hepatitis etc.
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Tell you who in your office has STD's, HIV, Hepatitis etc.

300K have a cardiac arrest in 2014, only 3% live, none knew
ahead of time. Apple's set of HealtKit APIs could change that!
Apple Restaurant guide lets you know if the Chef has
Hepatitis, STD's washed his hands!
9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." Build the Damn
"ElectricWindmillFord Escort!! 9/11 II will not be over gas!
9-1-14 "Labor Day" - Now "ElectricWindmillFord Escort Day"
Auto workers file Coup emails with our Numb Nuts Dictators
who have Syphilis on the Brain!

9-1-14 At the New York Times... More Workers Are Claiming
blackmail Killers left my Wives for Dead’ By STEVEN
GREENHOUSE NY Times Labor Day 2014 ...in the 1 Trillion gas
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GREENHOUSE NY Times Labor Day 2014 ...in the 1 Trillion gas
station hold ups under our George Orwells Watch!
9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." 15 Billion People on Earth vs
The powerful electricity corporations! Navy Fighter Jet state
of the arts technology should have been standard in a 2014
All Electric Home... laser guided motion detection will tell
you what was just detected or whom was just detected!
9-1-14 At the New York Times... More Workers Are Claiming
‘Inventor's Wage Theft by Win 8.2 Fix’ By STEVEN GREENHOUSE
NY Times Labor Day 2014

9-1-14 At the New York Times... More Workers Are Claiming
"Lottery Swindle's" By STEVEN GREENHOUSE NY Times Labor
Day 2014
9-1-14 "Labor Day" $777 Trillion from $4 Gas
9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." to take decisive action on
"Gasoline + Windows 8.2 Fix"
9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." Decisive Fix only 4 MD Women
would order Windows 8.2 Fix thrown out the window to save
1 billion Babies who will be born, so they don't have to die
getting Bill + Melinda rich as Saudi Arabia $$$

9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." iApp to hear + see Aliens on the
52 nearest Stars
9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." Apple pre-loaded iWorks,
iInventssomething, iApp I am A Laser guided Car, on
MacBook Pro with a Xeon CPU. Intel would never "sell you the
idea in a Comcast Commercial" you can invent! MacBookPro
with a 12 core Xeon CPU, invent something!
9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." Decisive Fix. Recall by GM,
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9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." Decisive Fix. Recall by GM,
Ford, Toyota, Honda, to install "Drop Cam's" with speakers +
mike for the cops to talk to you as your recklessly, drunken,
drugged drive down the highway!
9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." Film's Rolling: Ferguson Police
Gear Up With Body Cameras... Greg + MD Wives too but for a
different reason, to share our Brainstorming Vi does on
Breast Cancer with 15 Billion People on Earth, view the
dramatic climax, put it in the water if it works, Dr. Nancy
would say!

9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." Body Cameras just in time to
catch "OJ's" All the time aggressions!
9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." CNN Money Headlines on Labor
Day, "The Cheapest Gas in America" A SWF will be sucker
punched by a OJ Clone in a gas station hold up Today Labor
Day, and CNN Money didn't make this the Headlines for
Labor Day, Why?
9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." Remember a New York teen
died in Lamborghini test drive! When Navy Fighter Jet state
of the arts technology should have been standard equipment
on a 2014 electricWindmillFord Escort!
9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." AC vs DC Edison at GE on Labor
Day "H" at -254 C in NASA Made cans can supply your
Electricity for a trillion years for free ! When Charlie Crist
last governed Florida, his green energy and climate policies
made him few friends among the state's powerful electricity
corporations.

9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." 15 Billion People on Earth vs
The powerful electricity corporations!
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9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..."
9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." Apple co-founder Steve Jobs left
this world far too early, and during his waning moments at
the company he built into an empire, his declining health
due to pancreatic cancer and subsequent complications was
painfully obvious. Ironically enough, his final contribution
to Apple and consumers around the world may not be one of
the company's many physical products, but a HealthKit
platform that could be integrated into future devices.

There's an interesting article in PCMag describing how
several of Steve Jobs' creations were the result of his personal
life experience -- in other words, if a product that fit his
needs didn't exist or fell short of expectations, he'd build it
and then sell the world on its benefits. It's out of that same
desire and drive that Apple's HealthKit may have been born,
stemming from a frustration that it's incredibly difficult for
a person to monitor their health in real-time.

Apple's set of HealtKit APIs could change that. They could
open the door for third-party developers to pair things like
sensors and health-related wearables and apps to the
iPhone. If different devices are written to the HealthKit API,
the iPhone could pool together all the data inside an Appledesigned Health app and provide the kind of real-time
assessment Steve Jobs may have envisioned.

This would evolve over time. At the beginning, privacy
concerns would keep the data strictly bound to the iPhone,
which could send the user alerts depending on their profile
or desired goals. Maybe it detects you haven't exercised in a
few days, or that your blood pressure's been high lately. Early
warnings and reminders could give users a better chance at
avoiding or managing health problems.
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avoiding or managing health problems.

Down the road, this information might be shared with
doctors through the cloud or some other mechanism.
Whatever the game plan, there's tons of potential. Pulling it
off won't be easy, and with Jobs gone, it will be up to Tim
Cook and the rest of the high level decision makers at Apple
to see what may have been their fallen hero's last
contribution.
300K have a cardiac arrest in 2014, only 3% live, none knew
ahead of time. Apple's set of HealtKit APIs could change that!
Tell you who in your office has STD's, HIV, Hepatitis etc.

300K have a cardiac arrest in 2014, only 3% live, none knew
ahead of time. Apple's set of HealtKit APIs could change that!
Apple Restaurant guide lets you know if the Chef has
Hepatitis, STD's washed his hands!
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Hepatitis, STD's washed his hands!
9-1-14 "Labor Day Summit..." Build the Damn
"ElectricWindmillFord Escort!! 9/11 II will not be over gas!

From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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